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In the Matter of

PACIFICORP dba , PACIFIC POWER,

Application for Authorization to Lease Certain
Generation Property near Glem-ock, Wyoming.

ORDER

DISPOSITION: ORDER 15-340 AMENDED; ERROR TO STAFF REPORT
CORRECTED

In this order we amend our previous order by replacing the name of the lessee in the Staff

Report accompanying Order No. 15-340.

I. PROCEDURAL HISTORY

On August 7, 2015, PacifiCorp, dba Pacific Power, filed an application for an order

authorizing the lease of certain generation property in Glenrock, Wyoming. The
application identified the lessee as Vollman Ranches, Inc. The Commission Staff

prepared a public meeting memo recommending the lease be approved with certain
conditions. In the Staff memo, the lessee was identified as Wollstenhulme Farms. At the

October 20, 2015 Public Meeting, the Commission approved the application and entered
Order No. 15-340 to which the Staff public meeting memo was attached as an Appendix.
The order itself did not mention the name of the lessee.

On June 3, 2016, Staff filed an Unopposed Motion to Amend Order No. 15-340,
describing the error in the Staff report and requesting that the Commission amend its

prior order.

II. DISCUSSION

ORS 756.568 provides that the Commission may rescind, suspend or amend any of its

orders. While Order 15-340 does not specifically identify the lessee, our previous
adoption of the Staff report might cause confusion at some point in the future. This

problem may be avoided by amending Order 15-340 to indicate that the Staff report is
amended by the deletion of the lessee name "Wollstenhulme Farms" and the insertion of

"Vollman Ranches, Inc. in its place.
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III. ORDER

IT IS ORDERED that page 2 of the Staff report attached as Appendix A to Order 15-340,
is amended by the deletion of the words "Wollstenhulme Farms" and the insertion of the

words "Vollman Ranches, Inc." in their place.

The remainder of the order is unchanged.

Made, entered, and effective
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A party may request rehearing or reconsideration of this order under ORS 756.561. A

request for rehearmg or reconsideration must be filed with the Commission within 60 days

of the date of service of this order. The request must comply with the requirements m
OAR 860-001-0720. A copy of the request must also be served on each party to the

proceedings as provided in OAR 860-001-0180(2). A party may appeal this order by filing
a petition for review with the Court of Appeals in compliance with ORS 183.480 through
183.484.


